
 

Calculus I 

MAT 145 

The Tangent and Velocity Problems 

Complete the following tasks related to tangent lines. 

Task #1: Read these sections in your ebook, 

accessible through WebAssign. Start at the Table 
of Contents: 

• A Preview of Calculus→The Tangent Problem 

• A Preview of Calculus→Velocity 

• Ch 2: Limits and Derivatives→The Tangent and 
Velocity Problems 

In studying these sections, your goals are to: 

• understand and be able to describe instantaneous 

rate of change as the limiting value of average 

rates of change. 

• understand and be able to describe the slope of a 

tangent line to a curve at a point as the limit of the 

slopes of secant lines that include the point in 

question. 

Figure 3 in Chapter 2.1 provides a static view of 

the limiting process. For dynamic interaction, 

follow the instructions on Pathway to the App for “The Tangent and Velocity Problems” 

(https://math.illinoisstate.edu/day/courses/current/145/Other/in-class%20activities/S19/MAT145S19day01pathtoapptangents.pdf). 

 

The app you will find is pictured here. Click on the  tab, read that information, and then click on 

and scroll through the . 

Task #2: Continue using the application you just opened. 

• Drag the slider for a and watch the position of the red fixed-point P move along the graph of f(x). 

Drag that slider until the red fixed point P has x-coordinate exactly x = 0.25. Notice the red tangent 

line moves as you drag the a slider. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Now, drag the slider for h back and forth. As you do that, observe the blue moving-point Q move 

along the graph of f(x). Notice the blue secant line moves as you drag the h slider. Drag the slider for 

h until h has a value of exactly +0.75. 

• Go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NGLKH5B to complete Task #2. 

 

  

https://math.illinoisstate.edu/day/courses/current/145/Other/in-class%20activities/S19/MAT145S19day01pathtoapptangents.pdf)


 

Fixed 

Point 

P 

Moving Point Q (x,y) Slope of 

secant line 

PQ 
x-coordinate y-coordinate 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,2) 

4 

3 

2 

1.5 

1.1 

1.01 

1.001 

1.0001 

1.00001 

1.000001 

1.0000001 

4 

3.464101615 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

2.00099975 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

 

0.666666 

0.732051 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

0.999750 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

 

 

 

 

Task #3: Study and repeat the following steps. Your goal: Be able to look at the pattern of secant-line 

slopes and predict or estimate the slope of a tangent line. 

 

The function in question is y = 4x  and we seek to 

determine the slope of the line that is tangent to the curve 

when x = 1. 

Step A: Here is a graph of the function. Plot fixed-point P on 

the curve corresponding to an input value of x = 1. 

Step B: Sketch a tangent line to y at x = 1. Review Task #1 

and Task #2 if you are unsure what a tangent line is. 

Step C: Use your calculator and do not round during any 

calculations until each calculation is complete. 

• Calculate the missing y-coordinates for moving-

points Q listed in the table and fill in the blanks, 

in the third column of the table, with those y 

values. 

• Now, using fixed-point P = (1,2) on the graph 

of the function and the moving points Q as 

shown in the table, determine the slopes of the 

secant lines PQ. Fill in these slope values in the 

blanks in last column. Three examples are 

shown in the table. For instance, the first line in 

the table shows that for the points P = (1,2) and 

Q = (4,4), the slope, expressed using six digits 

to the right of the decimal point, is 0.666666. 

The exact slope is 2/3. 

Step D: Evaluate the pattern of secant-line slopes 

of PQ in the right-most column of your table. As 

the x-coordinates of the moving-points Q approach 1, what value, if any, appears to be the limiting value of 

the secant-line slopes? 



 

Fixed 

Point 

P 

Moving Point Q (x,y) Slope of 

secant line 

PQ 
x-coordinate y-coordinate 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

(0,1) 

3 

2 

1 

0.5 

0.1 

0.01 

0.001 

0.0001 

0.00001 

0.000001 

0.0000001 

0.25 

0.33333333 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

0.999001 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

–0.25 

–0.333333 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

–0.999001 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

 

Fixed 

Point 

Moving Point (t, H (t)) Average 

Velocity 

(ft/sec) 
t-coordinate 

(time in sec) 

H(t)-coordinate 

(height in feet) 

(1,H(1)) 

 

2 

1.5 

1.2 

1.1 

1.01 

1.001 

1.0001 

1.00001 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

__________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

_________ 

 

Task #4: Repeat steps A through D of Task #3 using the function 𝑦 =
1

𝑥+1
 

and the fixed-point P, x = 0, f(0) = 1, i.e., P = (0,1). When finished with 

steps A through D, write an equation for the tangent line to the curve at 

x = 0.  

Step A: On this graph of 𝑦 =
1

𝑥+1
, plot fixed-point P. 

Step B: Sketch a tangent line to y at x = 0. 

Step C: Use your calculator and do not round during any calculations 

until each calculation is complete. 

• Calculate the missing y-coordinates for points Q listed in the table and 

fill in the blanks, in the third column of the table, with those y values. 

• Now, using fixed-point P = (0,1) on the 

graph of the function and the moving-points 

Q as shown in your table, determine the 

slopes of the secant lines PQ. Fill in these 

slope values in the blanks in last column. 

Three examples are shown in the table. For 

instance, the second line in the table shows 

that for the points P = (0,1) and Q = (2,1/3), 

the slope, expressed using six digits to the 

right of the decimal point, is –0.333333. 

The exact slope is –1/3. 

Step D: Evaluate the pattern of secant-line 

slopes of PQ in the right-most column of the 

table. What value, if any, appears to be the 

limiting value of the secant-line slopes? 

Step E: Write an equation for the line that is 

tangent to 𝑦 =
1

𝑥+1
 at the point (0,1). Use slope-

intercept form, y = mx + b. 

 

Task #5: Use the concepts and methods you have studied so far to explore the following situation. 

A ball is launched straight up with initial velocity 60 feet per second. The height of the ball, in 

feet, t seconds later is given by the function H(t) = 60t -16t
2

. 

Step A: Determine the average velocity of the ball (i.e., distance travelled divided by time elapsed) for the 

following time intervals. Arrange your work in the table provided. 

i) from t = 1 sec to t = 2 sec 

ii) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.5 sec 

iii) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.2 sec 

iv) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.1 sec 

v) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.01 sec 

vi) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.001 sec 

vii) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.0001 sec 

viii) from t = 1 sec to t = 1.00001 sec 

 

Step B: Use the results of step A to 

estimate the instantaneous velocity at time 

t = 1 second. 


